
When designing utility piping or process tubing systems, Hixson considers both the 
thermal expansion of the liquid in the pipe line, as well as the stresses created on 
the piping due to metal thermal expansion. (Liquid thermal expansion was considered 
in the Hixson FE article “Under Pressure! Pressure Buildup in Pipelines,” published 
in December 2007.) Piping thermal expansion is growth or contraction of the piping 
material due to the change in pipe metal temperature at operating conditions. The 
change in pipe or tubing length is governed by the equation:

dL = (α) (Lo) (dt), where…
 dL = piping or tubing length change (inches)
	 α = linear expansion coefficient (inches growth/inch piping length/
  degree F change) 
 Lo = length of piping (inches)
 dt = change in piping temperature between installation temperature and
  operating temperature

For most food processing piping situations, good piping practices and piping bends in 
the system to accommodate piping layout, are sufficient to accommodate the change 
in pipe temperature or tubing length without rigorous analysis. However, some design 
cases warrant thorough analysis though, in particular when large changes due to hot 
water or steam occur, or piping runs are extremely long. To appreciate the change that 
can occur, see the examples below:

• 50 feet of 38°F cold milk tubing, 304 Stainless Steel: Contracts 3/16 inch
• 150 feet of 120°F hot HFCS pipe, 316 Stainless Steel: Expands 1 inch
• 100 feet of 100 PSI steam pipe, Carbon Steel: Expands 2 ½ inches

This excess pipe stress may result in leaks at flanges, excess nozzle stress on tanks or 
pumps, or eventual failure of the piping. To alleviate the stress, three options typically 
considered by Hixson are the use of expansion joints, pipe loops or extra-strong piping 
to accommodate the added pipe stress.

Piping conditions that favor each of these design solutions are outlined below:

Expansion Joint

• Limited space or structural limitation does not permit 
installation of pipe loop or elbows

• Abrasive solids in the liquid would prematurely wear out 
loop elbows

Pipe Loop

• Expansion joint failure could result in operator exposure or 
environmental release

• Piping design can be adjusted to reduce pipe stress or loop 
size

Extra Strong Pipe • Space or structural limitations
• Minimum pressure drop required
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Two common linear expansion 
coefficients (α):

• 8x10-6 in./in. F for Carbon Steel
• 11x10-6 in./in. F for Stainless 

Steel and Copper

These values are generally 
applicable for a temperature range 
of 320F to 3000F.
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